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BEAR STORY
OUR NEWCOMER: BEAR CUB LOGAN!

L

ogan, a four-month-old male sun bear cub,
arrived at BSBCC on 19th of May 2018. He is our
first bear rescued in 2018, the 57th bear for
BSBCC. Logan was found at Lokan River of KuluKulu Village in Sandakan, Sabah.
Background story:
The owner had noticed a mother bear with her
bear cub wandering around an estate. Soon after,
the mother bear was rumoured to have crossed
over the river, leaving her cub behind. When he
discovered the abandoned cub, the owner realized
that its left, front paw was severely injured. The
paw was hairless and covered with maggots. The
owner took pity on the bear cub who was then still
very young, tiny and skinny, and decided to keep
and try to treat him. The cub was held captive in a
small metal cage for approximately three months,
fed with milk and rice porridge mixed with chicken
parts. The owner finally surrendered him to the
Sabah Wildlife Department (SWD) and the bear
was transferred to BSBCC on the same day.

Our first glimpse of the new arrival young orphan,
Logan from Sg. Lokan, Kulu-Kulu Village,
Sandakan, Sabah.
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Logan was kept in a small metal cage and fed with milk
and porridge mixed with chicken meat and skin.

Dr. Nabila Sarkawi, the veterinarian from SWD,
performed a general medical check with BSBCC team.

Not much is known about the bear's past but
we believe that he had experienced
something traumatic. Logan‘s left, front paw
had developed abnormally and his left
thumb was missing. His previous pet name
was Bibi but he was renamed Logan, which
is the name of the place where he was found
and also happens to be one of the characters
from Marvel‘s ‗X-Men‘. We hope that Logan
the bear cub will grow up to be just like
Logan the wolverine in the Marvel movies,
who is strong and brave when facing
challenges in his life.

He is settling in well in the quarantine.

Even with an abnormal claws development, Logan never
gave up on his climbing skills.

After Logan was placed in quarantine for
three days, Dr. Nabila Sarkawi, from SWD,
performed a general medical examination
with our team. Logan weighed about 9.15 kg,
and the X-ray showed his left paw to be
malformed, with the absence of his first
phalange thumb. Logan is quite sensitive, but
he has turned out to be very active and
playful!
Logan has a long road ahead of him but we
will never give up on him. We do hope that
you will continue to support us in our journey
with dear Logan!

Exploring enrichment.
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LATEST UPDATES ON LOGAN
Day 22: Climbing trees!

Little Logan is now learning how to utilize his
natural instinct to climb the trees. He is
obviously a very enthusiastic bear. Giving up
is not in his dictionary and he can be really
adventurous in trying to climb the trees in
our forest area!!
Day 24: Wild food + Freedom = LOVE

(Click here or scan on the QR code above to see the full
video of Logan munching on pill millipede)

Little Logan has developed his foraging skills
in the forest. He finds a pill millipede and
starts munching on it! Crunchy!!
To adopt Logan and help with his journey to
freedom, please continue to give your love
and support to these rescued bears. There
are so many reasons to save the world‘s
smallest bear - the sun bear.
Hope Logan will grow into a strong bear, slowly gain
trust and live a healthy life free of pain.
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Do something for the bears today!
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BEAR STORY
DIANA MEETS FUN-LOVING YOUNGSTER FRIENDS
This year we still continue to fight the battle
to rescue illegal pet trade victims in Sabah.
Due to the dens in our bear houses and
quarantine being full, our team has decided
to let Diana meet with two lovely young
female bears, Sika and Kina, in quarantine.

D

iana was kept in a concrete floor cage
and was displayed to the public at View Top
Resort in Tawau, on the South East coast of
Sabah, for about 10 years. She was rescued
by Sabah Wildlife Department on July 31st,
2013 and was then brought to our centre on
March 10th, 2014. Upon arrival, she was
already in bad condition with open wounds on
the right maxillary area of her jaw and
unhealthy gums, due to fights in the past
with another adult male sun bear that was
kept in the same cage with her. There is
nothing known about her mother, and this
emphasizes how vulnerable wild sun bears
are to the threats from poachers. Being
abducted from her peaceful life in the forest,
Diana's mother was never able to teach her
any survival skills for existing in the wild.

They were
moved to
larger dens to
start their
integration.
On the 13th of
April 2018, it
was time for
Diana to make
new
friendships.
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Once the door was opened, gorgeous Sika showed more
interest towards Diana by pawing and wrestling her in a
gentle way.

Kina slowly came down to meet Diana and joined in the
play fight too – with lots and lots of happy play fighting!

They immediately liked their new dens, which
were full of natural habitat enrichments,
including dead wood, green leaves, climbing
structures, a sleeping platform, and a
hammock. These enrichment activities are all
designed to stimulate natural behaviour and
to keep them active.
4

For Diana, though not much of a foodie, she enjoys
eating fruit.

They would have learnt the forest skills they need to
survive in the wild.

They all have their own spot for napping.

They spend
their days
wandering
around their
large den,
tearing open
hessian
sacks,
digging up
termites,
rolling, and
climbing on
the structural
enrichments.

All of our sun bears are rescued and undergo
rehabilitation at our centre. Some of them
have suffered from physical disabilities or
psychological trauma from their time being
kept in captivity. Through these integrations,
life improves considerably for our bears that
have suffered for so long. For Diana, having
enrichments and the company of new friends
can make her day enjoyable and fun.

Top: Diana will choose the basket. Middle: Sika is in the
hammock. Bottom: Kina takes naps on a random
platform.
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It is a pleasure to see that Diana has grown close to the
fun-loving youngsters, Sika and Kina.
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BEAR STORY
HEALING ANIMALS ORGANISATION —
SENSORY ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME

S

pecial
thanks
to
Healing
Animals
Organization in creating a mobile apothecary
kit, sensory enrichment, and relaxation
techniques to help our rescued sun bears.
They have been giving us guides and have
taught us on the uses of certain natural
plants and herbs in enhancing the bear‘s
sensory enrichments.

Elizabeth Whiter (the Principal of Healing Animals
Organization Training School) explains the use of natural
plant materials in sensory enrichment.

BSBCC has been rehabilitating these rescued
sun bears after their years of trauma from
being locked up in small cages as illegal pets.
They must have gone through unspeakable
traumatizing experiences. With these healing
techniques, the bears will eventually be able
to
recover
from
the
physical
and
psychological traumatic past they endured.
Their days can be filled with smiles and
enable them to fear no more!

The team starts to create different types of sensory
enrichments.
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Top: According to Healing Animals Organization, these
healing techniques will promote calm, peace, and deep
relaxation to the bears.
Bottom: Noah sniffing curiously at the hessian sack that
was sprayed with Rose essential oil.

We are always pleased to learn new skills to
improve the lives of our rescued bears. Thank
you very much to the wonderful team
(Elizabeth, Adele, Kay, Olympia, Margaret,
Kelly, and Richard) who have given us the
means to provide everything a bear needs
and have made a real difference together. It
was a great sharing experience indeed!

Thank you very much to the wonderful team - Elizabeth,
Adele, Kay, Olympia, Margaret, Kelly, and Richard who
have given us the means to provide everything the bears
need!
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BEAR STORY
LIVING IN EACH OTHER’S POCKET — CERAH AND JELITA

Cerah and Jelita are best bear friends!

C

erah and Jelita are best bear friends.
They always spend their time together. Both
of them transferred to BSBCC from Lok Kawi
Wildlife Park in June 2007. Since they are
inseparable, people are always confused —
who is Cerah and which is Jelita?

Jelita just cannot get her hands off the sugarcanes!

Jelita is a 12-year-old adult female bear.
Jelita means beautiful in Malay language and
she really is. People instantly fall in love with
her amazing eyes. Of the two bears, Jelita is
the dominant one in the friendship, with
Cerah following her around whilst they roam,
forage, and climb. Jelita has a beautiful chest
mark which splits like a wishbone on her right
side.

Cerah enjoying her time laying around on ground.

Cerah is an 11-year-old adult female bear.
Cerah means bright in Malay. She was just 8
months old when she arrived. Cerah has a
fierce-looking face due to the wrinkles on her
forehead. Although she looks aggressive she
isn't really. She is quite intelligent, cool,
curious, but can be very cautious around
strangers and always keeps a distance. A
happy bear in nature, she prefers to spend
time up in the trees than on the ground.
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In 2010, both Cerah and Jelita were moved
from the old bear house (now quarantine) to
Bear House 1. In the same year, they were
reintroduced to a forest enclosure (Pen D).
Before they could be released to the forest
enclosure, they had to pass the fence
training. Fence training is required for all of
the bears prior to release into any forest
enclosures, teaching them to recognize the
hot wires that zap them weakly but
unexpectedly when they
try to touch or
climb on the fences. Besides preventing them
from escaping the forest enclosure, it is also
good training for facing potential dangers in
the natural world.

7

Having a sneak peak at the forest enclosure.

Cerah and Jelita just chilling on the forest ground.

In August 2015, Cerah and Jelita were moved
again from Bear House 1 to Bear House 2 and
they were introduced to a new forest
enclosure, Pen K. In order to encourage them
to go out from the bear den, a favourite treat
like banana, watermelon, honeydew, and
HONEY (of course!) is scattered around the
ramp and on the forest floor. Once the
guillotine door is opened, they display
immediate attraction to the display of
delicious food, but are still hesitant about the
new environment.
So, they stretch their
bodies down the ramp as far as they can and
try to grab the fruits, with their hind legs still
in the den so that they might feel more
secure. After nearly a week, Cerah was the
first to finally step out into the forest.

Sun bears are solitary animals in the wild.
However, the limited space in BSBCC is one
of the biggest challenges that we have ever
met. Therefore, we need to integrate the
bears. Integration is a part of the
rehabilitation process. Besides solving the
limited space problem, the bears can learn
survival skills from each other through
integration. Cerah and Jelita are one of the
examples that illustrate the advantages of
integration. They depend on each other - if
they fight with other bears, they will back
each other up and chase the others away.
Their inseparability is the signature of them;
they love to stay together.

Cerah was the first to get into the forest enclosure.

Cerah and Jelita display their wild behaviour.
They love spending time in the forest
enclosure, and sometimes they like to stay
overnight in the forest as well. They are
excellent climbers and can always be found in
a tree engaging in their favourite activities,
like sunbathing and resting. After years of
rehabilitation in BSBCC, they have learned
pertinent survival skills, including nest
building. Both of them are outstanding at
building nests using tree branches and
leaves, which provide them with a comfy
resting place.
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Cerah and Jelita having such fun exploring the trees
together!
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BSBCC CORNER
SUN BEAR DAY 2018
It was indeed a fun and memorable day for
everyone involved. We are looking forward to
the next year‘s Sun Bear Day!

Sunny the Sun bear, Dr. Wong the Papa bear and fellow
guests at the BSBCC garden area.

O

n 16th May 2018, BSBCC celebrated our
2 Sun Bear Day. More than 80 primary and
secondary students from the schools around
Sandakan were invited to participate and
celebrate this special day. It was a pleasure
to be visited by our friends and supporters in
conservation as well.
nd

The Sun Bear day was initiated to draw
awareness for the smallest bear species in
the world and to remember our first sun
bear, Natalie, who was released back into the
wild in 2015! This special day was also
dedicated to our Papa Bear Dr. Wong as
BSBCC‘s CEO & Founder, for his endless
efforts in sun bear conservation. An unveiling
ceremony was performed by Dr. Wong for the
handmade Sun Bear Clay Art by Ms. Tan Tzy
Ean. A mini celebration was also carried out
for Dr. Wong‘s birthday where all staff,
participants and invited guests gathered and
partied at the BSBCC garden area.

Top: One of the Sun Bear Clay Art that is handmade and
generously donated by Ms. Tan Tzy Ean as an
appreciation to the efforts done by BSBCC, after a simple
unveiling ceremony by Dr. Wong.
Middle: The students making enrichments out of used
fire hose, stuffing in some bananas and ginger leaves
with honey for the sun bears in the Enrichment
Workshop.
Mdm. Risnayati giving explanation about the tasks for
Sun Bear Explorace activity to the students.
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Bottom: Group photo of Sunny the Sun Bear mascot
with the students and accompanying teachers.
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BSBCC CORNER
SUN BEAR CLAY ART

S

ix sun bear clay art sculptures have been
crafted and generously donated by Miss Tan
Tzy Ean, a well-known sculptor from Penang,
West Malaysia. With almost two months of
careful research to study the real-life habits
of sun bears, she managed to recreate their
behaviours vividly in her sculptures.
There was a lovely unveiling ceremony
performed by Dr. (Hon) Wong Siew Te for the
sun bear clay art, in conjunction with this
year‘s Sun Bear Day opening ceremony on
16th May 2018. Being the only clay art
sculptures of sun bears in the world, they are
surely rare in the eyes of the art world! It is
hoped that the sculptures can remind the
public about the importance of sun bear
conservation, and encourage us to take
action in helping this vulnerable species from
going extinct in the wild.

Courtesy of Tan Tzy Ean’s Faceboook page.

A
A little speech from Dr. Wong before unveiling the Sun
Bear Clay Art sculptures during Sun Bear

The clay art pieces are currently exhibited in
the middle of our Visitor Centre and are
easily spotted from the main entrance; they
are arranged on a special 3-tier Belian wood
structure, providing the perfect complement
to these fine sculptures.

Rare sculptures of Sun Bear Clay Art done by the skillful
Ms. Tan Tzy Ean.
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bout the artist:

Tan Tzy Ean graduated from Commercial Art
Department, Malaysia Institute of Art in
1991,
with
extensive
experience
in
advertising, colour separation, and plate
making. She first encountered clay crafts in
2005 and ever since, clay has been one of
her favourite artistic elements in her work
and leisure time. She creates flowers and
figure sculptures, and now animals too. All of
this
artwork
requires
much
detailed
observation and focused concentration. The
creation of her masterpieces is often timeconsuming and labour intensive, but her fine
craftsmanship produces amazing and unique
clay art pieces that are one of their kind in
the world.
Tzy Ean has been inspired by the efforts and
contributions of Dr. Wong Siew Te in
conserving sun bears in Malaysia. Many more
Malaysians are beginning to pay care about
conservation issues regarding sun bears
because of Dr. Wong‘s hard work. She hopes
that everyone will work together to conserve
sun bears and make this wonderful creature a
first class national protected animal.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
OUTREACH PROGRAMME — IOI SYARIMO

O

n
13th-14th
May
2018,
BSBCC
participated in the Orangutan Awareness
Program
conducted
at
IOI
Syarimo
Plantation, Kinabatangan. The program was
organized
by
Sepilok
Orangutan
Rehabilitation Centre and IOI Plantation's
Sustainability team. Other organizations
involved included the Wildlife Rescue Unit
and
HUTAN-KOCP.
The
targeted
participants were school-youths, workers,
and communities in the area. The program
included
presentations
from
every
organization, quizzes, a colouring contest
for the students and educational booths.
We were delighted to see that the
participants really enjoyed the program and
showed their eagerness to know more
about wildlife. They asked a lot of questions
regarding wildlife and really enjoyed visiting
the booths. Our huge thanks to IOI Syarimo
group administration, workers and villagers
for the support and help during the
program. Our team hopes that participants
gained benefits and knowledge from the
program, especially on the importance of
conserving wildlife in their area and Sabah
as a whole.

Group photo with the communities
Plantation, Kinabatangan.

in

IOI

Syarimo

Table 1: List of schools/organizations
BSBCC visited in May and June 2018.
Organization

No. Pax

Date

IOI Plantation Service Sdn
Bhd (Syarimo Group)

228

14th May
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Ms. Nabilah Hidayah, our intern student assisting the
students during the colouring contest.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
OUTREACH PROGRAMME — TAMU SEPILOK @ RDC

B

SBCC was also invited to set up a booth
at Rainforest Discovery Centre (RDC) for
Tamu Sepilok from 7am to 3pm in the same
month, which fell on the 5th of May 2018. It
served as a platform for us to promote our
centre and its conservation efforts to the
public, besides raising awareness among
booth visitors in protecting sun bears. Various
activities were organized by RDC during the
event, such as a blood donation drive,
recycling, environmental awareness activities,
exhibitions by travel and education agencies,
and craft stalls. Thanks again for the
invitation and to those who came to visit us
at our booth!

Our intern student, Ms. Jessamine Thong guiding the
visitors with one of the activities at our booth for Tamu
Sepilok RDC.

BSBCC’s staff, Ms. Ernie Trimo explaining to the visitors
about sun bears and our centre.
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BSBCC's staff, Mr. Abdul Rahim helping and guiding the
children to solve the puzzle .

Another exhibition booth for the second Tamu
Sepilok at RDC was also set up on 30th of
June 2018, in conjunction of the World
Environment Day 2018. The main theme for
this event is #beatingplasticpollution. The
event was also aimed to promote and raise
awareness on the conservation of our nature
with the main focus given on the seriousness
of plastic pollution. Our booth organized some
activities for the visitors such as colouring
activity for the children, puzzle solving for
both children and adult, and get photos taken
at our photo booth.

Some of the visiting children also did not miss the chance
to take some pictures!
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
GROUP VISIT

B

BSBCC was privileged to receive help
from the students of Maktab Rendah Sains
MARA (MRSM) or MARA Junior Science
College, Sandakan in maintenance works at
our sun bear visiting area on 2nd May 2018.
This activity was part of the students'
requirement in doing charity works for their
Civic Education courses. BSBCC also took this
opportunity to educate the students on sun
bears and the importance of protecting them,
before their maintenance session started. A
discussion between BSBCC and MRSM was
also
held
today
to
discuss
future
collaborations on raising awareness on sun
bears. Thanks to these 26 students of the
Junior College –
the handrails of our
staircase leading towards the observation
platform now look brand new!

MRSM students painting the handrails of BSBCC staircase
that leads towards the 1st Observation Platform.

Ms. Gloria and Mr. Ronny giving instructions
materials to the students before starting
maintenance work.

Group photo with students
Stephens, Sandakan.

from

MRSM

and
the

Tun Fuad

Table 2: List of schools/organizations visited
BSBCC in May and June 2018.
Schools

No. Pax

Date

MRSM Tun Fuad Stephens,
Sandakan

27

2nd May

Kolej Komuniti Sandakan

18

10th May

Brighton Grammar School

9

20th June

BSBCC’s Centre Coordinator, Ms. Melynda explaining to
students about threats of sun bears.
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VOLUNTEERS & INTERNS

B

SBCC
currently houses
43
rescued sun bears in our two bear
houses
and
a
quarantine
facility. Each day, the once captive
sun bears are provided with
ample food
and
activities to
stimulate healthy bear behaviour.
Volunteers and interns help our
keepers to achieve our goals in
looking after the welfare of these
bears and helping them in their
rehabilitation process.

Table 3: List of volunteers and interns in May and
June 2018.
Name

Volunteer
/ Interns

Country

William Meyes

Volunteer

UK

Ng Kang Yew

Volunteer

Malaysia

Cha Ming Han

Volunteer

Malaysia

BSBCC Volunteer Programme
BSBCC continues to receive help
from volunteers across the world.
The BSBCC volunteer programme,
conducted in collaboration with APE
Malaysia,
has
been
active
throughout May and
June 2018.
Volunteers in this programme were
supervised by BSBCC staffs with
much-appreciated assistance from
the APE Malaysia team. Besides
helping the keepers in caring for the
bears at the Centre, volunteers also
helped to spread awareness on the
plights of sun bears through the
education booth at our visitor
Centre.

University of
the Sunshine
Coast (USC)

Intern
(2 pax)

Australia

4th - 14th
June

United World
of South East
Asia (UWSEA)
Singapore

Volunteer
(4 pax)

Singapore

6th - 8th
June

Tan Wan Teng

Intern

Malaysia

11th June
- 17th Aug

Amanda
Wilson

Intern

Malaysia

18th June
- 26th Aug

Susantie
Saliman

Intern

Malaysia

18th June
- 26th Aug

Ong Yu Qi

Intern

Malaysia

18th June
- 21st July

Internship at BSBCC
BSBCC welcomes students from
any
local
and
international
institutions for their internship at
the Centre. Interns will have the
opportunity to learn about the
rehabilitation of once captive sun
bears. Interns will also study the
importance of bear enrichment and
of cleanliness of the facility. They
will also have a rare opportunity to
learn about the behaviours of this
little known species up close.

Louisa Maria
De Sa
Semmens

Volunteer

British

20th June
- 1st July

Barbara
Katsifulis

Volunteer

Germany

20th June
- 1st July

Annika
Ananias

Volunteer

Germany

20th June
- 1st July

Chung Poh
Sim

Volunteer

Malaysia

20th June
- 1st July

Ummu
Atiyyah binti
Mohamed
Talhal

Volunteer

Malaysia

26th June
- 17th Aug

BATs Group
(Plumpton
College T1)

Volunteer
(13 pax)

British

30th June
- 4th July

Duration
20th - 31st
May
20th - 31st
May
th
20 - 31st
May

If you would like to make a difference and enjoy the
experience of a lifetime, please join us. Learn about
our
volunteer
programme
on
our
website
www.bsbcc.org.my/volunteer.html or email us at
info.bsbcc@gmail.com for further enquiries.
Group photo with BSBCC’s volunteers and
interns.
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VOLUNTEERS STORIES
BEARFUL EXPERIENCE by Alicia Paula Magilin

H

ey there, I am Alicia Paula Magilin, an 18
y/old from Sabah, Malaysia. Volunteering in
BSBCC twice, I have combined the two
events into one so I can tell you about it.
I have always loved to participate or to
volunteer in events that involve being ‗behind
the scenes‘. I am not the type of person who
loves being in the spotlight, instead I would
rather be the one holding the spotlight for
others. This time, I am holding the spotlight
for the sun bears.
I had an hour's break before I was brought to
the bear house by Lin May (Research and
Reintroduction Officer). The staff told me that
I could go wherever I wanted for as long as I
am in the centre, and so I did. First I went to
Platform 1. On my far right, I saw black water
tanks and the roof of the bear house. ―I
wonder what they are doing there?‖ I thought
to myself. An hour later, I knew.
Dec 5th- Dec 22nd 2017

Mizuno (Junior Bear Keeper) and Brandon (Junior Bear
Keeper) holding up Chin’s enrichment while I do the final
adjustments.

My first day, cleaning the night dens, was
pretty hard at first. Beads of sweat trickled
down my eyelashes and my spectacle frames,
and I had to bear the odour of bear faeces
and avoid stepping on them...which I failed a
couple of times. I also attempted to avoid
being ‗barked‘ at by the bears. Despite all
that, and being surrounded by bear keepers
who are fun, caring, open and easy-going, I
managed to adapt quite fast with the
surroundings where I would be volunteering
for the next 17 days. I even got to celebrate
my 17th birthday with some BSBCC staff who
were born in the month of December! The
meeting session with Dr. Wong was an
honour. He was like a father figure to all
volunteers, making sure they ate well, got
enough sleep and took it easy, plus you could
also ask some advice from him if you had any
personal problems.

I admire how creative and thoughtful of BSBCC to collect
unused fire hoses, car tyres, paper egg cartons, gunny
sacks and reuse them as enrichments for bears.

Cleaning training pen with Bronwyn, Sumira and my
buddy, Brandon.
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Bronwyn and me, shoving in the ginger leaves smeared
with honey and peanut butter into the cube and log hose.
Log hose was totally undone by Along in less than three
days.
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Feb 5th - Feb 18th 2018
On February 5th 2018, I came back for
another two weeks in BSBCC. I just couldn't
get enough of the excitement. Having to
escape the hustle & bustle of the city and
take a break somewhere ‗isolated‘ with
towering tree canopies, good vibes and 44
rescued sun bears, was a craving well
satisfied.
Throughout my two weeks volunteering in
BSBCC, my buddy Roger and I constructed a
total of five enrichments! Roger and I were
holding a bridge-like enrichment, specially
made for Kudat. I noticed that Kudat likes to
balance on the rope enrichment that we first
created when I arrived, which was hung
across his night den.

Kudat’s bridge enrichment is done!

And I guess to give him something else for
his ‗fun time‘, Roger and I decided to create a
bridge for Kudat to balance on. And he
LOVES IT! We also made enrichment for
Bermuda (mainly to get him to be more
occupied) and Amaco (to encourage him to
climb a little — and it was a success!).

My buddy, Roger (Junior Bear Keeper) guiding me
thoroughly on making data in table form for each of the
five enrichments.

Experience?
This experience made me see a bigger and
clearer perspective on what conservationists
are trying to achieve and in facing the
obstacles that are unavoidable. The journey
to achieve the goals are neither short nor
smooth. I never thought that animal
trafficking or pet trade was still a serious
issue
for
conservationists,
until
my
volunteering period in BSBCC. I suppose it is
because I had never noticed of the situation
in that field. Volunteering in BSBCC made me
realize, kind of like a wake-up call. With my
realization, I have started to be more
knowledgeable about endangered species…
and without being aware, I have even started
to be more watchful of what the street
vendors are selling in the big markets. Not
everyone
knows
the
names
of
the
endangered animals and not everyone knows
the threats that animals in the wild are
facing. As people who know the names and
the threats, we should share and educate our
family, relatives, friends and so on.

The main reason I volunteered in BSBCC is to
use my free time whilst waiting for my last
high school exam results. And with that
opportunity, I have always wanted to gain
hands-on experience and knowledge through
volunteering. Fortunately, I have achieved
that in BSBCC!

An undesirable but genuine sweaty face during trekking
in the jungle, hunting for termite nests.

Natalie and I preparing cube enrichments.
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Most Memorable Moments
I would say my most memorable moments
about volunteering in BSBCC, are everything!
Walking out from the office door at 8.ooam,
occasionally you could spot a stunning
hornbill gliding gracefully over the centre
16

towards the forest canopy. One day, when
the staff and I were walking down towards
the bear house, David (Bear Keeper) and
Andy (Maintenance) saw broken branches on
the tree just after the metal signboard, ―Ah,
that should be from one of the orang-utans.‖,
Andy said. And it had surely showed me how
strong orang-utans are just with their bare
hands. Walking along the whole perimeter of
the forest enclosure while carrying a basin
filled with fruits, definitely was a twice-a-day
mini walkathon especially if you were in
charge of the fruits for Pen A (the last and
furthest). Usually during lunch break, I ate in
the office. Camouflage-patterned camera
traps were neatly arranged on the table, so I
was terribly curious and I had to get my
hands on them. Soon, Thye Lim (Centre
Operation Executive) came in and asked me
to lend him a hand in inserting batteries into
the camera traps to check if they are still
operational. While doing so, he explained to
me about the camera traps and how they
work. He also showed me a video clip of a
wild sun bear, back- scratching against a tree
smeared with belacan (a fish paste mix with
salt and other herbs). It was SO COOL! After
the bear‘s afternoon session meal was done
and all trays were cleaned, we went back to
the office at 5.oo pm. My favorite volunteer
moments in BSBCC are endless, but the ‗not
everyday‘ moments are ones that I will
treasure the most.

It‘s when your country has something that no
other place has, it kinda makes you feel
proud, right? And it was also an honour to be
volunteering alongside people who dedicate
their time and energy to rescue, rehabilitate
and release the sun bears into the wild, thus
providing a second chance for the bears to
live a ‗bearful‘ life.

Weeding a small Ketapang tree.

Bear House
Volunteers will be scheduled for 11 to 12
days of ‗work‘ in the two-week period, about
8 hours a day with an hour and half of lunch
break in between, in BSBCC. For a few, it
may need some commitment to wake up
early in the morning, and then eagerly
wanting to go back to bed after completing
their day in the bear house. For others, it is
just a typical day with a little twist. Free
roaming orangutans, unpredictable weather,
health checks, stories of the bears, inquisitive
volunteers seeking answers, bear keepers
and
staff
becoming
acquainted
with
volunteers, tiny mishaps in the kitchen and
so on, those are the twists. The unexpected
twists make the repetitive days different from
each other. Making permanent and temporary
enrichments such as a stick paradox, nest
ball, fire hose pocket and honey comb, is
great for volunteers in expanding their
knowledge, skills and creativity. With the help
of their buddy, an idea from one's mind can
be an enrichment for the bears. Stereotypical
Quenching our thirst with sweet coconut water!
behaviours such as pacing, grooming
excessively, self-mutilation for attention, are
“We have the smallest species of bears in the not natural bear behaviours. Creating these
enrichments will help to distract the bears
world!?”
to
prevent
these
undesirable
All these years I have always seen huge enough
brown grizzly bears, black bears, white polar behaviours in a rehabilitating bear. Preparing
bears and China‘s giant panda on TV. meals in the kitchen is also another skill that
Constantly being amazed by their size, is useful for volunteers who are looking
strength and thick coat of fur which protects forward to pursuing their studies elsewhere
them from the harsh elements of nature. But from home. The task of cleaning is also
coming to BSBCC and being told that the important to let volunteers know the
Bornean Sun Bear is the smallest bear in the importance of cleanliness in a night den for a
world? Was totally out of my mind. Other bear‘s health, and even for the volunteer‘s
than that, sun bears are the bears with the pet(s) too.
longest tongue which is 20 cm to 25 cm long,
and by far the most arboreal bears in the Well this is where I end my story for these
world! Sun bears are mostly known as two events. The thought of having to
volunteer again in BSBCC? Always !!
opportunistic omnivores.
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VOLUNTEERS STORIES
HOW TO USE ENRICHMENT by Yu Endo

I also noticed how we altered the enrichment
depending on each individual. After observing
the individuals behaviour we tailor-made the
enrichment to suit their personal needs. After
the enrichment was introduced we will also
evaluated how effective it is by observing
how the individuals interact with it, and this
helps us to determine the effectiveness of
each enrichment in achieving the desired
behaviour.

Getting the ice blocks ready for the bears.

M

y name is Yu Endo and I‘m from Japan.

I volunteered in BSBCC for 4 weeks and
there were so many things that I do not know
about sun bears before this. I have learned a
lot about enrichments, and this is a sharing of
what I learnt in BSBCC.
I was surprised at how often we came up with
new ideas for enrichment; we brainstormed
for different ideas of enrichments every single
day. I was interested in using enrichment
because not only it can be used to reduce
stress but also to enhance the sun bear‘s
natural behaviour. For example (as shown in
the photo below), the enrichment was
designed so that the bears rip apart the tied
up branches looking for peanut butter, and
this mimics the natural behaviour of a bear
would be doing in the wild.

Our trademark pose for photos in front of a pile of
finished enrichment.
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Preparing egg cartons enrichment with some snacks for
the sun bears.

In addition to enrichment, I gained a whole
lots of experiences, such as sharing session
with Dr. Wong and trained the sun bears
before they are released back into the forest.
I really enjoyed observing the sun bears as
they are very interesting and fun to look at!
I am not good in English, but the staffs in
BSBCC are so helpful! I would like to thank
you all very much! It was a very good
experience for me. I hope to visit BSBCC
again in the future.

Thank you for the experience, everyone!
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BSBCC ADOPTION PROGRAMME

W

elcome a sun bear into your family,
class, club or corporation by adopting a sun
bear or buying a gift of sun bear
medicine, food, or toys to show you care and
support the valuable work of BSBCC.
Adopting a bear is a great way to learn about
sun bears while helping BSBCC meet the
costs of rehabilitation. Funds raised by the
adoption program are used to better the lives
of all bears.
Gifts With Meaning

A pot of honey

A hammock

Medication for 1 year

Food for 1 week

An enrichment toy

List of adopters in May and June 2018:
1. Siew Yoong Chin
2. Sue & Patti
3. Jessica Wynter
Bee
4. Victoria Kullman
5. Mariko Kern &
Anna Fischer
6. Cally Snare
7. Christine
McCarthy
8. Stephanie
Townsend
9. Erin Dawson
10. Sofia Lundegardh
11. Stuart Clements
12. Bente Pederson
13. Kay Hallard
14. Margaret Shaw
15. Katja Hootnweg
16. Olimpa O‘Dea
17. Cennet Takil
18. Claudia Waibel
19. Imogen Tanner
20. Katherine
Kingdon
21. Jane Kostelnyk
22. Callum McCabe
23. Haechan— Full
Sun

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Lee Donghyuck
Kim Squires
Cimbrey Brannan
Sherriiyn Wigg
Emer Rearson
May Leng Tan
Anthony Dent
Nola Moore
Rebecca Hall
David GÖssler
Ken Logue
Annette Harison
Tropical
Restoration
Ecology Class
Christopher
Couperthwaite
Victoria Hisey
Simon Spiers
Dickson Hannah
Alina Rastam
Jacqueline
Ramm
Sarah Milligan
Emily Dziedzic
Emily Buikhart
Dianne Guenther

Find out how to adopt a sun bear from our
website:
http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt-abear.html
Share Bear
Choose one of the sun bears:

Kala

Kuamut

Kudat

Fulung

Montom

Boboi

Kitud

Mary
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BSBCC IN THE NEWS
BSBCC was also featured in the following online news and
newspapers:


Sun bear cubs and other wildlife infants openly sold
online. The Star Online. 30th May 2018.

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2018/05/30/sun-bear-cubs-and-other-wildlifeinfants-openly-sold-online/

(Sun

bear clay arts
exhibition in Sandakan’s Sepilok Rehabilitation Centre)。诗华日报
(See Hua Daily News)。2nd June 2018.



马来熊粘土作品面世

根西必洛保育中心展览



BSBCC urges government to combat wildlife crime more
seriously. New Straits Times. 8th June 2018.

https://www.nst.com.my/news/nation/2018/06/377879/bsbcc-urges-government-combat
-wildlife-crime-more-seriously


BSBCC gesa kerajaan banteras jenayah hidupan liar.
Berita Harian Online. 8th June 2018.

https://www.bharian.com.my/berita/wilayah/2018/06/435445/bsbcc-gesa-kerajaanbanteras-jenayah-hidupan-liar


BSBCC gesa kerajaan untuk perangi jenayah hidupan liar.
Berita Harian Online (YouTube channel). 8th June 2018.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xV7fsUfilws


Hentikan perdagangan haiwan eksotik [METROTV]. Harian
Metro. 8th June 2018.

https://www.hmetro.com.my/mutakhir/2018/06/347380/hentikan-perdagangan-haiwaneksotik-metrotv


BBC Wildlife UK presenter charmed by Sandakan wildlife
scene. Borneo Post Online. 21st June 2018.
http://www.theborneopost.com/2018/06/21/bbc-wildlife-uk-presenter-charmed-bysandakan-wildlife-scene/
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BSBCC IN THE NEWS
Sun bear cubs and other wildlife infants openly sold online, The Star Online, 30th May 2018
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BSBCC IN THE NEWS
马来熊粘土作品面世 根西必洛保育中心展览 (Sun bear clay arts exhibition in Sandakan‘s Sepilok Rehabilitation Centre), 诗华
日报 (See Hua Daily News), 2nd June 2018.
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BSBCC IN THE NEWS
BSBCC urges government to combat wildlife crime more seriously, New Straits Times, 8th June 2018.

KOTA KINABALU: Despite stringent laws in Sabah, many continue to use the social media platforms to trade endangered exotic
wildlife as pets across the nation.
Raising the concern, Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre (BSBCC) has identified Facebook and Instagram accounts offering
sun bear cubs, civet cats, leaf monkeys, gibbons, leopard cats, raptors, hornbills and tapir among others.
BSBCC founder and chief executive officer Dr Wong Siew Te said the authorities would know about this and yet there are not
enough action taken by them.
“I have reported my findings since last year and sadly it's business as usual for some of the people involved,” he told NSTP.
“If this continues, our wildlife will be gone soon. There are already many wildlife population affected by habitat lost over the past 50
years.
“The remaining wildlife population are barely hanging on to the highly fragmented habitat with a lot of poaching pressure,” Wong
said.
Wong, a wildlife biologist, said most of the traders operate using private accounts and some have their contacts clearly stated.
“They can be traced and contacted, if the authorities wants to.”
He urged the government to seriously look into this as illegal wildlife traders and buyers appear not to be afraid of the law.
“It’s time for change on how we look at wildlife conservation. The government needs to look at wildlife crime more seriously,” he
stressed.
Wong noted that the BSBCC celebrated Sun Bear Day on May 16 to raise public awareness on the protection and conservation of
sun bears.
But few days later, close to the end of May, he detected an advertisement that offered a sun bear cub online.
Sun bears are totally protected in Sabah and Peninsular Malaysia. It is also a protected species in Sarawak.
Wong stressed wild animals sold were national treasures, adding they play important roles in the forest ecosystem.
“They are abducted and killed. If we keep quiet and choose to do nothing, soon our forest will become an empty forest,” he added.
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BEAR SHOP
MERCHANDISES
Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases help us to protect, save and
enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.
Cotton

Medium
Logo

Small
Hand-made Bear Clay

Fisherman Hat

MYR 40 (Logo & Sunbearo)

Sun Bear Chest-Mark T-shirt
(Black only)

Colour samples

MYR 40.00 (Adult)
Size: XXXL, XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS
Colour: Black, Military green, Brown,
Blue
MYR 35.00 (Kids)
Size: XL, L, M, S, XS
Colour : Blue, Pink

*Quick drying lightweight cap only available
in Dark Blue colour

Save Sun Bear T-shirt
(Black, Green, White)

MYR 40.00 (Adult)
Size: XXXL, XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS

MYR 40.00 (Adult)
Size: XL, L, M, S, XS

MYR 35.00 (Kids)
Size : XL, L, M, S, XS

MYR 35.00 (Kids)
Size: XL, L, M, S, XS

Bear
Walking

Polo T-shirt
(Black, Grey)
MYR 52.00 (Adult)
Size: XXXL, XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS

Bear Cartoon

Debbie

Bear Sitting

Soft toy

Coins Bag

MYR 45.00 (Bear Walking)
Size:30cm(H)x8cm(L)

MYR 25.00
Colour : Khaki, Black, Grey,
Dark blue

MYR 45 (Fina)

MYR52.00 (Small)
Size: 3.3cm(L)x2.4cm(W)x4cm(H)

Tongue T-shirt

Quick drying
lightweight fabric
Cap

Fina

Canvas Bag

MYR83.00 (Medium)
MYR 30.00
Size: 6.8cm(L)x5.5cm(W)x4cm(H) Colour : Khaki

Bear Standing

Sunbearo

MYR 25.00
Size: 9.5cm(H)x9.5cm(L)

MYR 38.00 (Bear Standing)
Size:19cm(H)x8cm(L)

Card Magnet

Clay Magnet

Rattan Bracelet

MYR 2.50
MYR 15.00 (each)
Size :
9cm(H)x5.5cm(L) (Bear Cartoon)
5.5cm(H)x9cm(L) (Debbie)

MYR 18.00 (each)

MYR 35.00 (Bear Sitting)
Size: 17cm(H)x8cm(L)

Car Sticker
(10cm)
MYR 5.00

Embroidery Badge
(7.5cm)
MYR 15.00

Bear Bookmarker
(Wood 15cm)
MYR 8.00 (each)

Bear Bookmark
(Soft PVC ~9cm)
MYR 12.00 (each)

Button Badge
(5.8cm)
MYR 3.50 (each)

Please click here or scan on the QR code for the order form if you are
interested in purchasing our merchandises.
Terms and conditions:
1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase.
2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 0%. Additional charges for shipping will
be incurred.
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DONORS & CONTRIBUTORS

B

SBCC‘s work
without in-kind
various individuals
the continuous
contributors:















would never been possible
and financial support from
and agencies. We acknowledge
support from the following

Public donation from
BSBCC donation box
Gavin Gemmel
APE Malaysia
Karen Corrick
Natural Habitat
Adventures
Downbelow Marine and
Wildlife Adventures S/B
Abello Travel
United World College
International School of
Kuala Lumpur (PJCC
Sun Bears)
Virginia Huang
Stephen November
Anna Toren
Elina Teplinsky
Tanya Stevenson




















Hui Yee Foo
Mouten Krag
Joseph Duggan
Jason Woolgav
Gareth Morris
Katalin Boldizsar
Leeying Tataro
Kayson Cooper
Margaret MC Intire
Brenton Head
Nateh Greyes
Cinzia Monuni
Shelley Rae
Teresa Rivas
Pamela Xin Yi
Khoo Ann
Mun Cheong
Enrica Bertazzo

If
you
would
like
to
make
a
direct
donation to BSBCC, you can do so with one of
these methods:




Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre
Sdn Bhd (BSBCC) - Donate any amount
directly to BSBCC through our paypal account
by clicking the donate button on our website:
www.bsbcc.org.my
Wong Siew Te – Send an email to our CEO
and Founder, Dr. Wong Siew Te, for further
inquiries on donating directly to us at
wongsiew@hotmail.com

With contributions of information & text from
Chiew Lin May
Seng Yen Wah
Yu Endo
Alicia Paula Magilin
Risnayati Lammu
Gloria Ganang
Mohd. Haniff Mohd. Busrah
Yvonne Chong

What can you do to help the
sun bears?








Do not support any wildlife trade
Contact us if you find any illegal
activities (poaching, trading, etc)
Learn more about sun bears and
their habitat
Follow us on social medias and help
us spread the word
Donate through our website
Adopt a bear through our website,
or at our Centre
Volunteer!
BORNEAN SUN BEAR
CONSERVATION CENTRE (BSBCC)

Location address:
Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan
Labuk, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah,
Malaysia
Postal address:
PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan,
Sabah, Malaysia
Tel:
+6 089 534 491
Website:
www.bsbcc.org.my
facebook.com/sunbear.bsbcc/
instagram.com/bsbcc
E-mail:
info.bsbcc@gmail.com

Proofreading / English editor :
Lori Bull
Teresa Fung Wing Ka
Compiled & edited by
Melynda Cheok
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